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Which voltron paladin am i
Legendary Defender Paladins QuizAllura ,Shiro , Pidge , Lance, Hunk or KeithWhat is Your Favourite PaladinWhat Paladin I amLets Play , Please Wait Quiz to Load… Sponsored Ads View source Comments Share Keith (Formerly)Shiro (Formerly)Zarkon (Formerly) Paladin is another word for hero, and the people who are chosen to pilot the Lions of
Voltron are just that. They are equally warriors and pilots, as each Paladin wears uniform armor and wields a weapon device known as a Bayard, and pilots a Lion whose Quintessence mirrors their own. The Black Paladin acts as the leader of the other four Paladins. The current leader is Keith, though Shiro was the former pilot, though while he was
missing, Keith piloted the lion. After Shiro's eventual return, he piloted the lion for a short while until it was discovered that he was a clone Lions Each Lion comprises a part of Voltron. The Lions and Paladins are color-coded to match each other. When formed as Voltron, the Paladins pilot the giant robot in unison. The Lions and known Paladins are
as follows: Lion Stats Paladin Black Role Element Original Pro Tem Current Head, Torso Sky Red Role Element Original Pro Tem Current Right Arm Fire Alfor Green Role Element Original Current Left Arm Forest Trigel Yellow Role Element Original Current Left Leg Land Gyrgan Blue Role Element Original Pro Tem Current Right Leg Water Blaytz
Armor Keith displaying the Paladin armor, Bayard (as a katar), and shield. The armor consists of largely white body armor of unknown material worn over a sturdy black space suit; the armor includes a helmet, cuirass (chest), rerebraces (upper arms), bracers (forearms), belt, cuisses (thighs), and knee-high boots. Either the cuirass or space suit has
prominent pauldrons of each respective Lion's color, which is mirrored on the Paladin's elbow and knee guards, wrist buttons, boot outsoles, helmet, Voltron symbol, and various areas as decorative accent. The helmet allows audio and data communication between Paladins, the Castle of Lions, and Allura's earrings when not piloting a Lion.[1][2] The
helmet's visor can provide a first-person perspective video feed as well.[3] The visors are capable of expanding to cover the entire head of the Paladin to supply breathable air in conditions where none exists.[4] They also have a training mode that blocks a Paladin's sight.[5] The suits of armor are installed with BLIP Tech sensors to allow the
Castleship to track each Paladin's status and location;[6] a button on their bracers brings up access to the armor's installed computer system that is capable of storing data, or to provide a third-person video feed to the Castle of Lions and each Paladin.[7][8][6] The bracers can also fire a small laser at opponents from the same button, fire a grappling
hook and tether, and generate a hologram of the Paladin.[4][3][8] The armor is equipped with a jetpack to allow for brief sustained flight, and it is possible for the Paladin to summon an energy shield at will for defense using the armor.[4][3] Bayard The default form of the Bayards. Bayards, the weapons of the Paladins, can be stored inside the Paladin
armor and summoned at will by the Paladin. Each Bayard takes a form suitable for the Paladin such as a blade or gun, but can be willed into other forms, and may naturally rest in an alternate non-weapon form that reverts to its original design when switching owners.[9][10] Like the armor, a Bayard can also be used to summon an energy shield for
guarding against attacks.[9] When the Lions have formed Voltron and a Bayard is inserted into the control console of a Lion, it acts as a key to unlock a large, powerful weapon for Voltron to wield, such as a saber when the Red Bayard is inserted into the Red Lion. The notable form of the Bayard for each current Paladin is as follows: Black Paladin
Original Pro Tem Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Multiple Forms Unknown Katar Saber Current Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Unknown Unknown Red Paladin Original Pro Tem Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Alfor Unknown Saber Katar Saber Current Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Rifle
Unknown Green Paladin Original Current Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Trigel Unknown Unknown Grappling Hook Unknown Yellow Paladin Original Current Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Gyrgan Unknown Unknown Cannon Shoulder Cannon Blue Paladin Original Pro Tem Paladin Bayard
Voltron Ability Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Blaytz Unknown Unknown Rifle Unknown Current Paladin Bayard Voltron Ability Whip Unknown Speeder Each Lion comes equipped with a small transportation vehicle unique in design for its Paladin to traverse environments; the speeder drops from the Lion's chest, and is stored in the Castle of Lions
when the Lion is not in use, transporting the Paladin to the Lion when needed.[6][5] The speeders are hover vehicles that appear to either have the same seat used for piloting a Lion or a similar design, though the exact workings between the speeder and cockpit is unknown. Gallery Trivia The Paladin Code states that a Paladin must put their team
member's safety above their own.[5] The Paladin Code also states that one must help all those in need.[2] The Bayards are a reference to the legend of Bayard, a horse that would adjust to the size of its riders. References ↑ Season One: Episode 4, "The Fall of the Castle of Lions" ↑ 2.0 2.1 Season One: Episode 6, "Taking Flight" ↑ 3.0 3.1 3.2 Season
One: Episode 10, "Collection and Extraction" ↑ 4.0 4.1 4.2 Season One: Episode 1, "The Rise of Voltron" ↑ 5.0 5.1 5.2 Season One: Episode 2, "Some Assembly Required" ↑ 6.0 6.1 6.2 Season One: Episode 7, "Return to the Balmera" ↑ Season One: Episode 3, "Return of the Gladiator" ↑ 8.0 8.1 Season One: Episode 5, "Tears of the Balmera" ↑ 9.0 9.1
Season One: Episode 11, "The Black Paladin" ↑ Season Two: Episode 13, "Blackout" ↑ Comic: Vol. 1 Issue #1 Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. More Voltron: Legendary Defender Wikia Do you love Voltron? Do you want to know what lion you'd be a paladin of? Well, you came to the right place. This is a very
accurate quiz about what lion you'd fly! Who knows? Maybe in 1000 years you can be the paladin of the lions when they're discovered. It's easy to take. Just click on this quiz, answer the questions, and boom your answer will be right there. So if some alien princess arrives and claims you're the one to pilot this lion, don't be surprised! Created by: Finn
Ever wondered which Voltron paladin would possibly ask you out or would fall for you? Well here's your answer. With your options being Lance, Keith, Pidge, Hunk, Shiro and Allura, who could possibly be your star crossed lover Please this is my first quiz on here so no hate or judging or anything negative. Please?! I'm very much a Voltron fan so will
probs be taking this quiz myself. Created by: Lana~McClain Which of these dates would you most want to go on? A day at an amusement park, full of fun rides and sunshine. A hike into the wilderness, to hidden caves and alcoves only you and your partner have discovered. A nice, quiet night of stargazing. A delicious homemade dinner followed by
building a blanket fort and snuggling while watching a few movies. How do you deal with anxiety? You try to bury it, to show everyone that you’re strong and capable while hurting on the inside. You fight. You throw yourself into some sort of activity to keep yourself occupied and your mind off of the stress. You find communication is a good way to get
yourself calm, so you talk things over with a loved one. You like to make things. Baking, building, anything really. You busy yourself with any work to be done. What is your favourite animal, and why? You have a fondness for cats. You’ll argue with anyone on the subject of cats not loving you the same way dogs do. All ocean life is fascinating and
beautiful to you. You dislike most aquariums unless they’re sanctuaries for rescued sea life. You like the animals many would shy away from. You can identify with the feeling of being misunderstood. You love small animals. The little wonders of nature that contribute to its growth just as much as the larger animals. You adore dogs, but also have a
respect for big, powerful animals like elephants, rhinos, moose and bears. What is your favourite time of day? Early morning; you like to watch the sunrise and cook a nice breakfast. Late morning; you’re not too much of a morning person, but you don't like to sleep in too late. Afternoon; your mind is awake and you’re able to do what you want/need
to. Dusk; you love to watch the tail end of the sunset, as stars slowly start to dot the darkening sky. Night; for stargazing, the moon, and the cool, calming breeze. What's your favourite season? Winter; the ice and snow make a dazzling display outside and give you an excuse to curl up with blankets and hot chocolate. Spring; you like watching the icy
world slowly melting around you, trees budding, flowers beginning to bloom and animals awakening. Summer; you love to swim and sunbathe, and summer is the time to do it You also really enjoy the time off of school. Autumn; when the leaves turn vibrant warm hues, it gets cold enough to comfortably wear a jacket without being hot, you feel at
home. You don’t have a favourite; you’re not indifferent, just appreciative of all of the seasons, and what they have to offer. What did you most want to be when you grew up? A scientist; you wanted to discover new things and impact the world around you. An astronaut; you wanted to travel the universe, exploring far away planets and meeting aliens.
A pilot; you always felt as though you may feel more at home in the air than on the Earth. A baker; you loved cooking and baking with your parents/grandparents as a kid. A surfer; you liked the idea of spending your days on the beach and in the water. What is your family like? Your family is small, but loving and kind. You have a large family. Your
parents always say they don’t have a favorite, but you know it’s you. Your friends are more your family than your actual family is. You love them, even if you might not always show it obviously. You were more raised by your grandparent(s) than your parents. You’ve got a small, happy family. Your parents always supported your goals and tried to help
you however they could. Which paladin do you think you're most like? What do you do with your free time? Free time usually goes towards trying to have a nap. Typically it ends up with you wandering. You like to hone your skills; get better at things you know you aren't the best at yet and keep yourself sharp. When you have free time, you tend to
bake treats for your friends to enjoy, or curl up with a book and some tea. You play video games in your free time, or hang out with friends. Sometimes both at once. You like to mess around on your computer. Maybe you’ll work on coding just for fun, or playing a game you have installed. What colour looks best on you? Warm colours, especially reds.
They make the darker colour of your eyes more vibrant in contrast. Green is your colour. It’s lively and fresh just like you. You really like yellow, particularly the darker golden shades. You mostly wear blacks and grays, and have been told you look very good in those shades. Ocean blue works to bring out the colour of your eyes, and you wear it very
frequently. There's a tough battle around the corner; how do you prepare? You do a lot of mental preparation; thinking about how much better off the universe would be calms any nervousness you might feel. You make sure your skills are up to par, training more than usual to make sure you’re ready to fight. After making sure everyone is up to date
on the plans, you spend some time alone with your thoughts. You make sure you’re well-rested and ready for anything. You work on modding your arsenal to make things more effective, both to get through the battle and avoid being caught by surprise. How do you typically interact with others? Almost always friendly, excited to meet new people,
sometimes playfully flirty. You usually like to be alone, or with just a few friends, though you know how to deal with the attention of others. Contrary to popular belief, you actually enjoy being in the company of others, provided you can trust them. You like to be with people like you, mostly. You especially love the company of anyone who can talk
techy stuff with you for ages. You generally like to be around people you know, and you’re overall a pretty friendly person. However, you can spot a fake a mile away. What would best describe how you'd be in a romantic relationship? Devoted, protective, and loyal almost to a fault. You definitely need someone who doesn’t mind the intensity with
which you care for them. You’re the type to send periodic texts throughout the day, checking up on how your partner is doing, and are somewhat protective of them. You love to spoil your partner. You often look at them like they’re the only thing in the world that matters to you. You love your partner immensely, but often show it in little ways that
they’ve learned to pick up on. You like to spend time with your partner just chilling, watching movies or playing video games. What are you most afraid of? Abandonment; you couldn’t stand the thought of everyone you care about leaving you. Yourself; you fear the demons you hold within, and what you might be capable of. Failure; especially failure to
protect people you care about. Feeling; you’re afraid of feeling because you’ve been hurt before. Disaster; you’re afraid of everything going wrong, and people getting hurt. What positive word best describes you? What negative word best describes you? Which lion do you think you would pilot? What's your favourite thing about VLD? The well-written
characters. The intense emotional moments. The kickass fight scenes. You arrive on an alien planet and you need to convince them to support Voltron. How would you do it? You’d try to explain that you both need each other's help, but if they prove difficult you might have trouble keeping yourself poised. You would put on a show with the lions and
Voltron, demonstrating the power you have to protect them. You would show them the harsh reality of what you’re both up against. The best way to convince them is to use the truth. You’d show them the technology in the castle; how you can detect enemies and distress signals and the weapons it possesses. You would show them statistics of past
successful battles, to prove yourself capable of defending them when they need it. Do you believe in/accept destiny? No; you make your own path. Yes; you believe in destiny but are wondering why the heck it’s treating you so poorly. Possibly; you haven’t experienced any proof of it yet but whether or not it exists is still on the table. Yes; you believe
you are destined for greatness. No; there’s no logical reason for someone to just wait for some mystical force to come along and make them do things. You’re most like Shiro, the Black Paladin. You’re strong and dependable, but a little bit stubborn and sometimes end up lashing out when stressed. You’ll protect your friends fiercely and have difficulty
admitting to them that you’re not okay, because you don’t want to appear weak. You’re an introvert in an extrovert’s clothing, able to handle crowds alright but always appreciative of the chance for peace and quiet. You are most like Keith, the Red Paladin. You are fierce, loyal and dedicated. You can be staggeringly intense, especially when fighting
for what you believe in. You enjoy the company of others, but prefer to quietly exist in the room with them rather than always being engaged. You have a tendency to brood on things that bother you, rather than talking them out. Those who manage to earn your trust, which isn’t given lightly, are very lucky to have a friend like you. You got Pidge, the
Green Paladin. You’re intelligent, analytical and very protective of those you care about, especially family. You would travel to the end of the universe if it would help those you care about. You’re at home working with technology, and are creative when it comes to solving problems. You can be distant at times, especially when hyper-focused on your
work, but you love your friends and family nonetheless. You’re Hunk, the Yellow Paladin. You’re kind and caring to those you care about, but skeptical of people you don't know. You’ve got great intuition when it comes to reading people, but you’re not always right. You can be anxious at times, but are brave when you need to be. You love to make and
fix things, whether it’s food, projects or making friends happy. You’re strong and can be pretty stubborn when you believe yourself to be right, even if you might not be, but are generally easy going, so long as you aren’t provoked. You’re most like Lance, the Blue Paladin. You’re outgoing, witty, friendly and can be quite competitive. You don’t deal
well with failure, and fear being abandoned by those you cherish most, however unrealistic that may be. You’re the “heart” of your friend group-- the one who organizes trips and hangouts and keeps everyone in touch with each other. You can sometimes get hung up on little details that bother you, but have friends you feel comfortable confiding in.
You may not be the best at things you like to do, but doing those things really helps you improve. Which Voltron paladin are you? Which Voltron paladin are you? Answer these questions to find out which paladin you are most similar to-- Shiro, Keith, Pidge, Hunk or Lance!
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